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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  an  optical  de- 
vice,  and  more  particularly,  to  an  optical  device 
which  is  particularly  adapted  for  use  as  a  viewfin- 
der  in  apparatus  such  as  a  camera. 

In  many  optical  devices,  it  is  desirable  to  dis- 
play  information  from  two  separate  sources.  For 
example  in  the  viewfinder  of  a  camera,  it  is  desir- 
able  to  see  the  subject  as  well  as  to  have  informa- 
tion  displayed  concerning  camera  data,  such  as 
shutter  speed  or  light  conditions.  An  ideal  viewfin- 
der  for  cameras  should  provide  a  clear,  unobstruc- 
ted  view  of  the  subject  and  equally  clear  graphics 
when  indicating  camera  data.  In  prior  art  viewfin- 
ders,  such  data  is  normally  displayed  around  the 
margin  of  the  image  in  order  not  to  obscure  the 
picture  area. 

U.S.  Patent  No.  4,140,378,  discloses  a  viewfin- 
der  having  a  liquid  crystal  cell  within  the  viewfinder. 
Mask  means  are  provided  to  cover  a  portion  of  the 
liquid  crystal  cell  so  that  only  a  display  part  of  the 
cell  is  shown  within  the  viewfinder,  and  a  light 
source  is  operable  in  response  to  a  brightness 
detecting  circuit  to  illuminate  the  liquid  crystal  cell. 
A  problem  with  the  patented  viewfinder  is  that  the 
liquid  crystal  cell  and  the  mask  means  for  the  cell 
take  up  a  portion  of  the  viewfinder,  thereby  reduc- 
ing  the  size  of  the  viewing  area.  A  further  disadvan- 
tage  is  that  only  a  very  limited  amount  of  data  can 
be  displayed  in  a  liquid  crystal  cell  of  the  type 
disclosed  in  the  patent. 

It  is  an  object  of  the  present  invention  to  over- 
come  the  problems  in  the  prior  art  noted  above 
and  to  provide  an  optical  device  which  can  selec- 
tively  provide  a  clear  unobstructed  view  of  an  im- 
age  from  either  of  two  sources. 

In  one  embodiment  of  the  present  invention,  a 
first  image,  for  example  graphic  information,  is 
transmitted  along  one  optical  channel  to  a  polariz- 
ing  beam  splitter,  and  a  second  image,  for  example 
a  scene,  is  transmitted  along  a  second  optical 
channel  to  the  beam  splitter.  A  polarizer  is  dis- 
posed  in  each  optical  channel  such  that  the  images 
are  orthogonally  polarized.  The  orthogonally  po- 
larized  images  are  projected  onto  a  liquid  crystal 
display.  When  the  liquid  crystal  display  is  ener- 
gized,  one  of  the  images  can  be  viewed  through  an 
analyzer,  and  when  the  display  is  not  energized, 
the  other  image  is  seen  through  the  analyzer. 

The  present  invention  provides  an  optical  de- 
vice  which  is  particularly  suitable  for  selectively 
viewing  images  from  two  different  sources.  In  one 

A  liquid  crystal  cell  used  to  display  information 
is  disclosed  in  US-A-3,994,565.  In  said  document 
the  information  to  be  displayed  is  formed  on  the 
liquid  crystal  cell  by  the  specific  pattern  of  elec- 
trodes.  The  information  and  the  background  are 

respectively  illuminated  by  two  linearly  polarized 
light  sources  of  different  colour  and  viewed  through 
an  analyser.  However  in  said  cell  the  information  is 
obtained  by  the  cell  itself  while  in  the  invention, 

5  both  the  scene  and  the  information  are  projected 
onto  said  cell  with  orthogonally  linearly  polarized 
light  sources. 

In  accordance  with  one  aspect  of  the  invention, 
there  is  provided  an  optical  device  comprising  : 

io  -  first  and  second  means  each  forming  an  im- 
age, 

-  viewing  means  including  a  liquid  crystal  cell 
for  viewing  said  images,  and 

-  projecting  means, 
75  characterized  in  that 

-  said  images  are  orthogonally  linearly  polar- 
ized, 

-  said  projecting  means  (12,  14,  19,  18,  30)  are 
arranged  to  project  said  images  superimpos- 

20  ed  on  said  liquid  crystal  cell  (34)  ; 
-  said  liquid  crystal  cell  (34)  is  arranged  to 

control  the  rotation  of  polarization  of  said  light 
from  said  images  passed  through  said  cell  ; 

-  said  viewing  means  (17)  comprises  means 
25  (36)  for  analyzing  the  rotation  of  polarization 

of  said  light  for  viewing  said  images  indepen- 
dently  of  each  other, 

embodiment  of  the  invention,  either  one  of  the 
images  can  be  viewed  over  the  entire  viewing  area 

30  of  the  device;  an  advantage  of  this  arrangement  is 
that  the  device  can  be  made  smaller  than  would 
otherwise  be  possible,  inasmuch  as  a  portion  of  the 
viewing  area  is  not  taken  up  by  a  display  such  as  a 
liquid  crystal  display.  It  is  also  possible,  by  en- 

35  ergizing  different  portions  of  the  liquid  crystal  dis- 
play,  to  view  two  or  more  images  adjacent  each 
other. 

Embodiments  of  the  present  invention  will  now 
be  described,  by  way  of  example,  with  reference  to 

40  the  accompanying  drawings  in  which: 
Fig.  1  is  a  perspective  view  showing  the  ar- 
rangement  of  the  elements  in  the  optical  device 
of  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  2  is  a  perspective  view  showing  the  opera- 

45  tion  of  the  device  when  the  liquid  crystal  display 
is  energized; 
Fig.  3  is  a  view  similar  to  Fig  2.  showing  the 
operation  of  the  device  when  the  liquid  crystal 
display  is  unenergized;  and 

50  Figs.  4a-4c  are  diagrams  to  illustrate  the  opera- 
tion  of  a  second  embodiment  of  the  invention. 
With  reference  to  Fig.  1,  there  is  shown  an 

optical  device  10  constructed  in  accordance  with 
the  present  invention.  Optical  device  10  comprises 

55  image  forming  means  15  and  image  viewing 
means  17.  Image  forming  means  15  includes  an 
objective  lens  12  which  is  adapted  to  form  an 
image  of  an  object  1  1  along  a  first  optical  channel 
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13,  a  field  lens  14,  a  polarizer  16,  and  a  polarizing 
beam  splitter  18.  A  second  image  originates  with  a 
graphics-producing  device  19  indicated  schemati- 
cally  by  a  bulb  20  and  a  panel  21  having  the  letter 
E  formed  thereon;  the  second  image  passes 
through  a  polarizer  22  and  travels  along  an  optical 
channel  24  to  beam  splitter  18.  The  direction  of 
polarization  of  light  passing  through  polarizer  16  is 
at  an  angle  of  90  °  to  the  direction  of  polarization  of 
light  passing  through  polarizer  22. 

From  polarizing  beam  splitter  18,  both  images 
pass  through  a  relay  lens  group  30  and  are  trans- 
mitted  to  the  image  viewing  means  17  which  in- 
cludes  a  liquid  crystal  display  34.  From  display  34, 
the  images  pass  through  an  analyzer  36,  a  field 
lens  38,  and  an  eyelens  40. 

As  shown  in  Fig.  1,  display  34  comprises  a 
liquid  crystal  35  which  is  sandwiched  between 
glass  supporting  plates  37  and  39;  electrodes  41 
and  43  are  mounted  respectively  on  plates  37  and 
39.  The  construction  of  liquid  crystals  is  well  known 
in  the  art,  and  thus,  their  construction  will  not  be 
explained  herein  in  detail.  The  liquid  crystal  35  can 
be  of  the  nematic  type  and  consist,  for  example,  of 
p,p'-din-butylazoxy  benzene,  and  it  can  be  about 
0.015  mm  in  thickness.  Other  elements  can  also  be 
used  to  perform  the  function  described  herein  for 
liquid  crystal  35.  For  example,  solid  electro-optic 
crystals  or  ceramic  crystals  can  also  be  used. 

Control  of  display  34  can  be  effected  by  en- 
ergizing  liquid  crystal  35  with  a  voltage  of  about  10 
volts  AC.  The  voltage  to  liquid  crystal  35  could  be 
turned  on  and  off,  for  example,  by  movement  of  a 
camera  shutter  release  (not  shown).  The  inside 
surfaces  of  the  supporting  plates  37  and  39  are 
provided  in  a  known  manner  with  parallel  grooves 
(not  shown),  and  the  direction  of  the  grooves  in  the 
plate  37  is  at  a  right  angle  to  the  direction  of  the 
grooves  in  plate  39.  If  there  is  no  voltage  between 
electrodes  41  and  43,  the  molecules  of  the  liquid 
crystal  35  will  orient  parallel  to  the  grooves  in  the 
layers  adjoining  plates  37  and  39,  since  the  elastic 
deformation  energy  in  the  layer  is  then  at  a  mini- 
mum.  Consequently,  a  twisted  configuration  is 
formed  in  the  liquid  crystal  35,  the  orientation  of 
the  molecules  changing  gradually  through  the 
thickness  of  the  crystal  35.  Such  a  twisted  configu- 
ration  has  the  property  of  rotating  the  direction  of 
polarization  of  incident  linearly  polarized  light.  The 
linear  polarization  of  the  light  is  then  maintained 
when  the  direction  of  polarization  of  the  incident 
light  is  parallel  to  or  at  right  angles  to  the  orienta- 
tion  of  the  molecules  on  the  side  where  the  light  is 
incident.  Thus,  in  display  34,  the  direction  of  po- 
larization  is  rotated  through  90°  in  the  unenergized 
condition,  and  in  the  energized  condition,  the  light 
is  passed  without  rotation  of  the  direction  of  po- 
larization.  Analyzer  36  is,  in  fact,  a  polarizer. 

In  the  operation  of  device  10,  two  orthogonally 
polarized  images,  indicated  schematically  in  Figs.  2 
and  3  by  superposed  letters  T  and  E,  are  pre- 
sented  to  display  34.  In  the  energized  state  of 

5  liquid  crystal  35,  both  images  would  pass  through 
display  34  without  change,  and  with  analyzer  36 
set  to  receive  horizontally  polarized  light,  the  view- 
er  would  see  the  letter  T.  In  the  unenergized  state 
of  liquid  crystal  35  the  direction  of  polarization 

io  would  be  rotated  90  °  ,  and  the  viewer  would  see 
the  vertically  polarized  image,  that  is  the  letter  E.  In 
the  operation  just  discussed,  the  position  of  ana- 
lyzer  36  does  not  change  in  the  energized  and 
unenergized  states.  Under  some  conditions,  how- 

15  ever,  it  may  be  desirable  to  see  the  images  super- 
posed.  To  obtain  this  condition,  analyzer  36  must 
be  rotated  to  a  45  °  angle  to  the  horizontal  and  the 
liquid  crystal  35  must  be  in  the  unenergized  state. 
In  the  event  device  10  is  used  as  a  viewfinder  in  a 

20  camera  (not  shown),  graphic  data,  for  example 
shutter  speed,  could  be  superposed  on  a  view  of 
the  subject;  in  this  application,  the  data  would 
appear  as  an  opaque  luminous  display  in  front  of 
the  scene. 

25  Any  area  of  the  liquid  crystal  35  can  be  selec- 
tively  energized  by  techniques  well  known  in  the 
art.  In  Figs.  2  and  3,  the  electrodes  extend  over 
essentially  the  entire  viewing  area,  and  thus,  with 
analyzer  36  fixed,  the  viewer  sees  either  one  image 

30  or  the  other.  In  Figs.  4a-4c,  there  are  shown  a 
series  of  diagrams  which  illustrate  another  embodi- 
ment  of  applicant's  invention  in  which  only  a  por- 
tion  of  the  liquid  crystal  35  is  energized.  In  Fig.  4a, 
the  two  orthogonally  polarized  images,  indicated  by 

35  the  words  "test"  and  "scene"  are  shown  as  they 
are  presented  to  display  34.  In  Fig.  4b,  the  images 
are  shown  after  they  have  passed  through  liquid 
crystal  35  in  which  a  left  portion  50  has  passed 
through  an  energized  portion  of  liquid  crystal  35 

40  and  a  right  portion  52  has  passed  through  an 
unenergized  portion  of  liquid  crystal  35.  In  Fig.  4c, 
the  images  are  shown  after  passing  through  ana- 
lyzer  36  and  as  they  would  be  seen  by  the  viewer. 
If  such  an  arrangement  was  used  in  a  viewfinder  of 

45  a  camera,  the  viewer  could  have  a  constant  view  of 
the  scene  and  also  receive  camera  information  in 
the  viewfinder  during  any  desired  portion  of  a 
picture-taking  cycle. 

It  will  be  apparent  that  the  present  invention 
50  could  be  used  to  selectively  view  more  than  two 

images.  For  example,  two  devices  10  could  be 
placed  in  a  cascade  arrangement  to  achieve  such  a 
result.  Also,  a  movable  mirror  could  be  located  to 
direct  a  selected  one  of  a  plurality  of  images  along 

55  one  of  the  channels  13,  24. 

Claims 
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1.  An  optical  device  (10)  comprising 
-  first  and  second  means  (15)  each  for- 

ming  an  image, 
-  viewing  means  (17)  including  a  liquid 

crystal  cell  (34)  for  viewing  said  images, 
and 

-  projecting  means, 
characterized  in  that 

-  said  images  are  orthogonally  linearly  po- 
larized, 

-  said  projecting  means  (12,  14,  19,  18, 
30)  are  arranged  to  project  said  images 
superposed  on  said  liquid  crystal  cell 
(34)  ; 

-  said  liquid  crystal  cell  (34)  is  arranged  to 
control  the  rotation  of  polarization  of  said 
light  from  said  images  passed  through 
said  cell  ; 

-  said  viewing  means  (17)  comprises 
means  (36)  for  analyzing  the  rotation  of 
polarization  of  said  light  for  viewing  said 
images  independently  of  each  other. 

2.  An  optical  device  according  to  claim  1,  char- 
acterized  in  that  said  analyzing  means  (36)  is 
rotatably  mounted  for  movement  relative  to 
said  liquid  crystal  cell  (34),  and  said  analyzing 
means  (36)  is  rotatable  to  a  position  wherein 
both  of  said  images  can  be  viewed  simulta- 
neously. 

3.  An  optical  device  according  to  claim  1,  char- 
acterized  in  that  said  image  forming  means 
(15)  comprises  objective  lens  means  (12)  and 
a  first  polarizer  (16). 

4.  An  optical  device  according  to  claim  3,  char- 
acterized  in  that  said  image  forming  means 
(15)  comprises  a  graphics  producing  device 
(19)  and  a  second  polarizer  (22). 

5.  An  optical  device  according  to  claim  4,  char- 
acterized  in  that  said  image  forming  means 
(15)  comprises  a  polarizing  beam  splitter  (18) 
disposed  to  intercept  light  from  said  objective 
lens  means  (12)  and  light  from  said  graphics 
producing  device  (19). 

6.  A  viewfinder  comprising  an  optical  device  ac- 
cording  to  any  of  the  preceding  claims, 
wherein  the  image  forming  means  (15)  are 
arranged  so  that  the  two  superposed  images 
consist  of  an  image  scene  and  graphic  in- 
formation. 

7.  A  viewfinder  according  to  claim  6  wherein  the 
liquid  crystal  cell  comprises  means  (41  ,  43,  50, 
52)  for  viewing  said  images  side  by  side. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Optische  Vorrichtung  (10)  mit 

5  einer  ersten  und  zweiten  bilderzeugenden  Ein- 
richtung  (15), 

einer  Bildbetrachtungseinrichtung  (17)  mit  ei- 
ner  Flussigkristallzelle  (34)  zum  Betrachten  der 

io  Bilder  und 

Projektionsmitteln, 

dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  da/3 
15 

die  Bilder  linear  und  senkrecht  zueinander  po- 
larisiert  werden, 

die  Projektionsmittel  (12,  14,  19,  18,  30)  so 
20  angeordnet  sind,  da/S  sie  die  Bilder  ubereinan- 

derliegend  auf  die  Flussigkristallzelle  (34)  proji- 
zieren, 

die  Flussigkristallzelle  (34)  so  angeordnet  ist, 
25  da/S  sie  die  Polarisationsrichtung  des  von  den 

Bildern  durch  die  Zelle  fallenden  Lichts  steuert, 
und 

die  Betrachtungseinrichtung  (17)  eine  Analysa- 
30  toreinrichtung  (36)  umfa/St,  die  die  Polarisa- 

tionsrichtung  des  Lichts  derart  analysiert,  da/S 
die  Bilder  unabhangig  voneinander  betrachtbar 
sind. 

35  2.  Optische  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  da/S  die  Analysatorein- 
richtung  (36)  fur  eine  Bewegung  relativ  zu  der 
Flussigkristallzelle  (34)  drehbar  gelagert  und  in 
eine  Stellung  drehbar  ist,  in  der  die  beiden 

40  Bilder  gleichzeitig  betrachtet  werden  konnen. 

3.  Optische  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  da/S  die  bilderzeugende 
Einrichtung  (15)  ein  Objektiv  (12)  und  einen 

45  ersten  Polarisator  (1  6)  aufweist. 

4.  Optische  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  3,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  da/S  die  bilderzeugende 
Einrichtung  (15)  einen  Zeichengenerator  (19) 

50  und  einen  zweiten  Polarisator  (22)  aufweist. 

5.  Optische  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  4,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  da/S  die  bilderzeugende 
Einrichtung  (15)  einen  polarisierenden  Strahl- 

55  enteiler  (18)  aufweist,  der  so  angeordnet  ist, 
da/S  er  von  dem  Objektiv  (12)  und  dem  Zei- 
chengenerator  (19)  auf  ihn  fallendes  Licht 
empfangt. 

4 
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6.  Sucher  mit  einer  optischen  Vorrichtung  nach 
einem  der  vorhergehenden  Anspruche,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  da/S  die  bilderzeugende 
Einrichtung  (15)  so  angeordnet  ist,  da/S  die 
beiden  ubereinanderliegenden  Bilder  aus  ei- 
nem  Bildmotiv  und  grafischen  Informationen 
bestehen. 

5 

5.  Dispositif  optique  selon  la  revendication  4,  ca- 
racterise  en  ce  que  ces  moyens  formateurs 
d'image  (15)  comprennent  un  diviseur  de  fais- 
ceaux  polarisant  (18)  dispose  pour  intercepter 
le  faisceau  provenant  de  I'objectif  (12)  et  le 
faisceau  provenant  du  dispositif  producteur  de 
traces  (19). 

7.  Sucher  nach  Anspruch  6,  dadurch  gekenn- 
zeichnet,  da/S  die  Flussigkristallzelle  Mittel  (41, 
43,  50,  52)  enthalt,  mittels  derer  die  beiden 
Bilder  nebeneinander  betrachtbar  sind. 

w 
6.  Viseur  comprenant  un  dispositif  optique 

conforme  a  I'une  quelconque  des  revendica- 
tions  precedentes,  dans  lequel  les  moyens  for- 
mateur  d'image  (15)  sont  agences  de  maniere 
a  ce  que  les  deux  images  superposees  sont 
faites  d'une  image  d'une  scene  et  d'informa- 
tions  graphiques. 

Revendicatlons 
15 

1.  Dispositif  optique  (10)  comprenant 

-  des  moyens  d'examen  (17)  avec  une  cel- 
lule  a  cristal  liquide  pour  observer  ces  20 
images,  et 

-  des  premier  et  second  moyens  (15)  cha- 
cun  formateur  d'une  image, 

7.  Viseur  conforme  a  la  revendication  6  ou  la 
cellule  a  cristal  liquide  comprend  des  moyens 
(41,  43,  50,  52)  pour  voir  ces  images  cote-a- 
cote. 

-  des  moyens  de  projection, 
caracterise  en  ce  que 

-  ces  images  sont  polarisees  rectilignes  en 
quadrature,  25 

-  ces  moyens  de  projection  (12,  14,  19, 
18,  30)  sont  agences  pour  projeter  ces 
images  superposees  sur  cette  cellule  a 
cristal  liquide  (34); 

-  cette  cellule  a  cristal  liquide  (34)  est  30 
agencee  pour  commander  la  rotation  de 
la  polarisation  de  la  lumiere  de  ces  ima- 
ges  traversant  cette  cellule; 

-  ces  moyens  d'examen  (17)  comprennent 
des  moyens  (36)  pour  analyser  la  rota-  35 
tion  de  la  polarisation  de  la  lumiere  pour 
examiner  ces  images  independamment 
I'une  de  I'autre. 

2.  Dispositif  optique  selon  la  revendication  1,  ca-  40 
racterise  en  ce  que  ces  moyens  d'analyse  (36) 
sont  montes  mobiles  pour  tourner  relativement 
a  la  cellule  a  cristal  liquide  (34),  et  ces 
moyens  d'analyse  (36)  sont  montes  mobiles 
pour  tourner  et  prendre  une  position  dans  la-  45 
quelle  ces  deux  images  peuvent  etre  obser- 
vers  simultanement. 

3.  Dispositif  optique  selon  la  revendication  1,  ca- 
racterise  en  ce  que  ces  moyens  formateurs  50 
d'image  (15)  comprennent  un  objectif  (12)  et 
un  premier  polariseur  (16). 

4.  Dispositif  optique  selon  la  revendication  3,  ca- 
racterise  en  ce  que  ces  moyens  formateurs  55 
d'image  (15)  comprennent  un  dispositif  pro- 
ducteur  de  traces  (19)  et  un  second  polariseur 
(22). 
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